l98           THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
from that doctrine narrowly seen grew the idea of vicarious
atonement as a legal transaction between man and God
where the Christ took the place of the sinner.
A man's karma is his personal identity, what he
has made himself, and none can eat his food for him, or
live his life for him, or bear his karma for him, without
annihilating him. A man can certainly help another to
bear his own karma, but cannot take from him his
appointed means of advance by manly endurance. Thus
vicarious atonement setting a premium on a man's laziness
and committal of sins is unreasonable and unmoral.
Q. But if all be the- working out of law and a compel"
ling force, are we. not- helpless slaves of destiny ? Is not
Karma a doctrine of fatalism ?
Ans. Fatalism implies that we are so bound by circum»
stances that no effort of our own can free us. u Ignorance
of nature is the source of all suffering, and there is no
ignorance so fatal, so disastrous, as knowledge of only one
side." A little knowledge of this Law is often distinctly
dangerous and has a certain paralysing effect, because one
of the results of knowing a little about it is the tendency to
sit down and say: "Oh, it is my karma." It is like a
man knowing something of the Law of Gravitation sitting
down helplessly at the foot of the stairs and saying: tc As I
must move to the centre of the earth, I cannot go up."
The Law of Karma like all other laws of Nature
binds the ignorant and gives power to the wise; it is not a
compelling, but an enabling, force, and says that while we
are bound by what we have done in the past, we can
each moment mould and modify the future by the choices
we make, and that, exertion or the effort of the present, is
greater than destiny or the result of the past, as explained
also by Bhishma, the Master of Dharma.

